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Stages of migration and modernization journey
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Organizations are constantly looking to accelerate their cloud journey to facilitate digital transformation. With 
greater awareness and advantages the cloud offers in terms of innovation and efficiency, organizations are 
transitioning their operations to the cloud.

With multiple siloed LOBs, organizations adopt a centralized approach to address reusability, standardization, 
optimization, and data security control in their transformational journey. Additionally, they look to safeguard 
their ROI against a dynamically evolving technology landscape. 

To accomplish this, organizations need an expert and partner to help them manage their cloud strategy and 
execute an outcome-driven approach.

Transform with cloud

WinWire supports organizations at every stage of their cloud journey. We have end-to-end cloud capabilities, 
tools, and experience to navigate the complexities of cloud migration & optimize once you are on the cloud. We 
partner with companies to help customers get there faster through our proven and meticulous approach.

Migration and 
modernization waves

 
An iterative approach with 
each wave, comprising a 
defined set of workloads. 

Govern and manage
 

Establishes appropriate 
cloud usage standards & 
secures a well-managed 

environment that aligns with 
organizational needs, 

balances speed with control, 
and enables cloud budget 

Ready
Build landing 
zone for your 
workloads, skill 
up for your staff.

Adopt
Migrate & 
modernize your 
workloads 
iteratively.

Migrate

Modernize

Strategize and assess

Discovers and assesses 
environment, builds the 

business case, creates a 
concrete migration & 
modernization plan. 

Planning Implementation Operations
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WinWire’s Cloud Capabilities
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Strategy, Assessment & Roadmap

• Cloud Application Strategy – Develop a 
detailed strategy to enable organizations for 
smart and deliberate decisions regarding 
cloud initiatives.

• Business Goal Assessment – Define and 
align work streams with a focus on business 
priorities at each step.

• Application Migration & Assessment Planning – 
Implementing an appropriate migration process 
that facilitates business continuity and prevents 
disruption.

• Infrastructure Assessment & Planning – 
Providing a comprehensive pathway to cloud 
migration, enabling customers to reduce decision 
risks, accelerate user adoption and lower total 
cost of ownership. 

Cloud Transformation & Migration

• Cloud Infrastructure Transformation – Build, 
modernize and manage your critical business 
infrastructure in a secure cloud environment.

• Cloud Native Custom Development – Provides 
an end-to-end solution to create, build, and 
deploy a cloud-ready web application in minutes.

• Cloud Application and Modernization – 
Migrate/Modernize legacy and monolithic 
business applications to cloud.

• Cloud Migration Services – Our comprehensive 
cloud migration framework brings capabilities 
together with pre-configured tools and 
methodology.

• DevOps Services – The service span across the 
application life cycle and can be used for any 
application.

• Cloud Journey Management – We use 
automated cloud management and migration 
tools to support a smooth transition.

Cloud Management & Optimization

• Cloud Operations – Set up processes and 
reporting; operate and manage the multi and 
hybrid cloud infrastructure and applications. 

• Security Operations – Enables seamless 
mitigation through multiple integrated solutions 
with no workflow disruptions. 

• Cloud Optimization – Analyzes and configures 
the allocation of cloud resources that power 
applications, infrastructures, and workloads to 
maximize performance.

• Analytics – Leverages AI and other analytics 
approaches to make data-driven decisions and 
gain efficiencies in their products and services.

• Application Management – Manage operation, 
maintenance, versioning and upgrading of an 
application throughout its lifecycle. 

• Business process operations – Design an 
operating model through principles, rules and 
best-practices to set-up and run the new cloud 
organization

• Culture Evolution – Significantly allows 
organizations make gradual and fundamental 
shifts in their culture, processes, and technology. 

• Cost Controls – Planning that allows an 
enterprise to understand and manage the costs 
and needs associated with its cloud technology.
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Bring transformational change with WinWire's cloud services 

Plan your requirements and create your roadmap

Identify cost savings and best-fit products

Designed for speed, personalization & innovation 

Accelerates your application development lifecycle 

Reduces downtime and costs 

Automates processes and monitors activity 

Cuts down risks by laying out a well-defined automated process 

Best in class cloud reporting & analytical framework 

Simple dashboard view to management of cloud assets 

Continuous transformation

Our comprehensive cloud services help identify business goals and success metrics, formulate a cloud 
strategy, quantify, and articulate the business case for your cloud transformation. We also help define technical 
options for transformation, discover infrastructure, applications, and modernization via the cloud, and plan the 
implementation leveraging the following WinWire services: 

• Cloud Cost Optimization (WinCCO) – Helps to optimize cloud resource utilization and cloud services cost.

• Cloud Assessment Services (WinCAM) – Helps you optimize your investment in infra & applications. 

• Cloud Ops (WinOps) – Manages delivery, tuning, optimization, and performance of workloads and IT services.

• Cloud Foundation Setup (WinCFS) – Sets up cloud infrastructure, standardized templates and automation.

• Application & Data Modernization (WinCND) – Creates, builds, and deploys cloud-ready web applications.

• Cloud Migration (WinMaaS) – Offers a proven and hassle-free methodology for the migration of workloads.

WinCCO

WinCFS

WinCAMWinMaaS

WinOpsWinCND



Innovator
We identify, nurture, and play a substantial 
role in shaping our customers future with 
enterprise-ready disruptions.

Reusable cloud native applications
Our domain-based portfolio of reusable 
microservices enable organizations to 
promptly build native cloud applications.

AI-driven Intelligence
Our automated infrastructure management 
processes backed with analytics, self-healing 
and self-learning capabilities enables 
customers to focus on strategic objectives.

Why Choose WinWire?

Simplifies complexity
We enable you to tame the complexity of 
cloud transformation so you can set the right 
course, select the right services, and achieve 
your business goals quickly and completely.

Results-driven cloud migration 
Our certified consultants help you quickly 
and securely migrate and modernize your 
applications to the cloud using proven tools 
and frameworks allowing you to realize the 
business value faster.

Transformative capabilities 
Our cloud transformation services deliver 
business transformation end-to-end through 
a combination of comprehensive cloud 
capabilities, expertise, tools, technologies, 
and partnerships that enable you to define 
and implement a solid business case.
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25+ Cloud success stories

75+ Application modernized

4+ Fortune 100 clients

Portfolio
About WinWire

WinWire is a Data-driven Digital Engineering company that 
supports enterprises across Healthcare, Retail, Hi-Tech and 
Manufacturing and several other industry domains in 
navigating their digital transformation journey. WinWire 
enables its customers to drive business growth and gain 
competitive advantage by aligning business value and 
digital technologies, calling this process “Stitching the 
Digital Fabric.” 

WinWire has extensive expertise across a range of digital 
technologies and delivers large enterprise solutions 
leveraging cloud, AI, machine learning, mixed/augmented 
reality, Internet of Things (IoT), mobility, security, and UI/UX 
to help clients harness business value. 


